NOTE:
The practices shall not be implemented without prior approval by the Department of Permitting Services as part of an approved Roadside Tree Protection Plan.

The root and soil protection practices shown in this detail can be used to mitigate soil compaction within the critical root zones of roadside trees while allowing temporary access to areas that are otherwise designated to be left undisturbed on Sediment Control Plans. Temporary use areas may be located within County rights-of-ways or on private property.

Temporary use areas must be located at least 4 feet from the outer edge of trunks of roadside trees designated for protection.

Tree protection devices shall be relocated to the outer edge of temporary use areas while these areas are in use. Once the temporary activity is completed, soil and root protection materials shall be removed and tree protection devices reinstalled at their original location.

NOTE: Sediment control measures must remain located and installed as per approved Sediment Control Plans while soil and root protection practices are in use.